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he commercial grain elevator was invented in
the mid-1800s by American inventors as a
response to the growing need for a more efficient
means of loading, unloading and storing large
amounts of grain. Before elevators, grain was stored
in sacks or piles in long, single story warehouses,
called flathouses. Just as steam-driven railroads
replaced the less efficient horse and wagon as
transportation, so the steam-powered grain elevator
revolutionized grain storage by making possible cost
effective vertical instead of horizontal storage.
With help from the Union Pacific Railroad, the
Town of Eastlake was platted in 1911 as an
agricultural community to serve the social and
economic needs of western Adams County. Three
years later, a group of local farmers and business
members built the Eastlake Grain Elevator. In 1920,
another group formed the East Lake Farmers
Co-Operative Elevator Company and built the
elevator that you see today.
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Adapted from University of Colorado Denver,
Center of Preservation Research, College of Architecture
and Planning, Drawn by: Jeanne Ramsay
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When farmers brought a load of grain to the
elevator, it was weighed, graded for type and
quality then dumped into the receiving pit. A
drive motor in the head house ran the elevator
leg (an enclosed continuous belt with metal
scoops attached), which scooped the grain and
carried it to the top of the elevator, for transfer
through spouts to a storing or mixing bin or
directly to a railroad car or waiting truck for
transport to market.

The Farmers Co-Operative Elevator
complex was shuttered and vacated in the
early 1990s. It was added to the Colorado
Denver Public Library, Western History Collection,
Charles Louis McClure, MCC-3867

Eastlake’s First Grain Elevator, Built in 1914,
Was Destroyed by Fire in the late-1980s

State Register of Historic Places and named
to the National Register of Historic Places
on May 17, 2010.
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Receiving Pit with Grain Augers

Corrugated metal siding clads the wood
exterior and helped prevent stray sparks
from rail cars and other external sources
from igniting the grain dust or the fireprone wood elevator.
After World War II, improved farming
techniques, favorable weather and everimproving road networks resulted in
increased crop yields and the need to
expand the elevator operation. A grain
shed housing six metal grain bins, with its
own elevator leg, spout distributor, grain
mixer and dust bin that operated
independently of the main elevator, was
built on the south side of the elevator.
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The 1920 Farmers Co-Operative Grain Elevator
is a four story stud walled elevator with an 8”x 8”
yellow pine post and beam superstructure and
nine wooden storage bins within. Horizontal
wooden bands penetrated by iron tie rods extend
through the elevator’s interior to support the
lateral loads created by the grain stored in the
bins.
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West Elevator Elevation with Original Sales Office,
Warehouse and 1962 Grain Shed Addition

